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SUMMARY.
request of the A?ational
uwtics and’ contains’ a brief study of the variation of ewjge
pressure. It is shown that for the cormentiomd engines
when temperature and R. P. M. are held constant, and that
BHPK(’$)4”’o
.%d~kory Committee for &ro-
power with temperature and
when pressure and R. P. 31. are held constant. Combir@ these in the sta~dmd atmosphere
(31. A. C. A_ Report 3T0. 147 and Tec.hnkal A70te No. 99) g-i-i-es
()B*P ~ ~’ 1.05sPo
for constant. R. P. M.
The ~arktion of R. P. M. with altitude is then found
Il. S. .krmj- Air Service t.o be
()
~ya L’ ‘“o
PO
from the fight tests reports of the
for the usual ca~e, or constant in certain special eases m-here the engine is protided with ade-
quate throttle control. These relations are sufficient to determine the variation of BEP in
standard atmosphere.
The -iariation of propeLIer efficiency in standard atmosphere is obtained from the general
efficiency curve which is dweloped in 37. A. C. A. Report LTO.163. The variation of both power
available and power required me then determined and cur-me plotted, so that the absolute
eeili~~ may be read directly for any know-n sea-le~el -due of the ratio of power a-raiIable to
pcme; required.
INTRODUCTION.
Standard nomenclature -wW be. used in this report. -whenever practicable, but in order to
avoid confusion the symbol HP dl be used for power. The subscripts c‘ a” and “r” a be
used to denote porver amdable, HP., and po-wer required, HP,. A second subscript ‘Lo” will
be used to denote sea-level conditions, thus, ~=~ tid HP,.. These s.=b~ls are c~be~ome,
but they pre-renk ambiguity.
Obtiously, the rate of climb of an airplane depends upon the excess power; that is, the
difference between HPa and HP,. Consequently the =bsolute ceiling, or the aItitude at which
HP. is equal to HPr for only one speed, depends on the factors HPao, HP,O, and their ~ariation
with altitude y. HP=. and HP,. may be obtained from a sin@e performance calculation. The
~ariation of HPr with altitude is known from the relation between P and Y, si~ce the ~elocif Y
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for any given altitude in horizontal flight is proportional to ~t The drag is proportional to
p and therefore HP, is proportional to the velocity, or to
J
g,
o
There remains to be determined only the variation o~ “HP. with y. This factor must be
subdivided into the variations of BHP and propeller efficiency q with y. It has frequen t~y
been assumed that BHP varied as
(+X9” -
There is considerable theoretical justifi-
cation for each of these assumptions, although neither is entirely satisfactory in practice. The
assumptions that BHP varies either as
(9”’oor as(z)
p 1*01have also been used extensively.
These assumptions are based on test data either from the altiitude chamber or from flights ~t
various altitudes and therefore represen L a fair approximation to the true conditions. It will
be shown, however, that both temperature and pressure must be considered in order to obtain
accurate results. That is, strictIy speaking, the BHP of an engine does not depend on the
density of the air supply. This has been explained in Br. A. C. A., R. &M. No. 462, and else-
where as a resulfi of the temperature rise which takes place between the time the charge passes
through the carburetor and the time of cIosing of the inlet valve, This time is small but fmi @
and owing to the high temperature of the valves, passages, and cylinder waHs a considerable
heat transfer must occur. The density of the charge therefore depends more upon the pressure
than upon the temperature of the air supply,
The variation of propeller efficiency -with altitude is not simple, The common assumption
of constant efficiency is not justified by available performance data, In general, the air speed
7.
increases and the R. P. M. decreases with altitude in a climb. The effect k to increase ~ and
the efficiency. The magnitude of this increase may be calculated by the aid of the general
efficiency curve developed in NT.A. C. A. Report NTO.16S.
VARIATION OF BHP WITH p.
The variation of BHP when the air temperature is held constanL and the pressuro varic(l is
noi well known. Occasional reference will be found to the relation
()BHPcc ~ “o’---------------------------Po -..--_-(l)
based on altitude chamber, or free flight tests, in which the air temperature is varied also. The
true relation must be found from accurate test data which, fortunately, are available in ample
quantity to give a definite conclusion.
Table 1 contains actual test data selected at random from the indicated references. The
values of BHP from this table are plotted logarithmically against pressures in Fig. 1. The con-
stant slope of the lines of this figure, each of which represents a test at constant R. P. M. rmd
air temperature, shows that
()
B~Pm : ‘“’5- . . . ..-- . . ..-- _---- .---. ------. ~z]
over the range of pressures used in service. This relation is very important since it ~pptirently
holds true for any reasonable air temperature and R, P. M.
VARIATION OF BHP WITH T.
The ~ariation of BHP with the absolute temperature of the air supply when the R. l?. M,
and air pressure are constant is not generally known except-to those who specialize in aircraft
engine research.
()
Assuming the BHP to vary as ~ would be equivalent to assuming BHP to
T
vary as
()
~ ~ i. e., inversely as the absolute temperature.
T
The HP of an internal combustion
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engine depends directiy on the -weight of the charge in the cylinders, but this weight is ~ot pro-
portional to the air density as Ims been shown before. There is a continuous transfer of heat
from the manifold and cylinder walk to the charge so that the temperature of the charge in the
cylinder at. the time of CIOS%Dthe intake valve tends toward constancy. We the effech of
this factor can not be calculated it may be obtained from test data.
Representative test data seIected at random from sources as ideated, are given in Table II.
The values of BEP from this tabIe are plotted logarithmically against absoIute temperature
in Fig. Z. Each line in this figure represents a series of tests at wmstant R. P. M. and air pressure
The uniform slope shows that
~ -a.5a
()
BHP~ ~ ..-_ -._----- __-_____ .___ (3 J_----(3J
o
over the range of temperatures likeIy to be encountered in service.
It is
er@nes.
,,.,,.-..
,7”.. : “
‘> “.3 .4 .5’”.6 .7 .8”.9[0
P/i%
FIG. I. Yariation of B HP with air pressure (N- and
Tconafamt)=
%f7perafwe, % absabte
FIG. 2. Variation of B HP with air
temperatuo (Nand TCODSt~L).
found thatt there is a sLight variation in the exponent in equation (3) for different
This variation is small and ordinarily the exponent is between – 0.4S. and – 0.55.
Pa;t of the variation k undoubtedly due to experiment~ error and the small number of points
used in defining the slope as in the case of line C, Fig. 2, which is included h show the eAreme
case so far noted in this study. Some variation with manifold design & to be expected, but
this factor appeam to be negJiggbIe in practice.
VARIATION OF BHP WITH ALTITUDE g.
In the Standard Atmosphere the relationsbetmeen p, T, p and g are fixed. The variation
of BHP in standard atmosphere may therefore be obtained from equations 2 and 3, just derived.
Referring to X. ~. C!. A. Technical Xote No. 99,
(a=6Y”1’------------------------------
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GJ’”’o=w’’og’-.--.-------_-__--.--_(5)--=----(5)
substituting (5) in (3) and combining with (2) gives
()BflpK L ‘“055------.-_.---_--_----_-..-------(~)Po
If desired BEP may be obtained in terms of y by the use of
() (7)2 =(1.0 – 0.000006878y)5255- ----- -_ -.Po ------ ------ ----()Equation (6) gives the decrease in BE?P with altitudes (as determined by $1 . This is for
..-.
constant R. l?. M. Unless the engine be equipped with altitude throttle control there will be L
gradual decrease in N -with increase in y. This decrease shows a remarkable uniformity yet it.
appears to have been overlooked by previous investigators. That is, the loss in power hm been
lumped into a single function with no attempt to separate the component factors.
Table 111 contains observed wdues of N in climbs at various altitudes for a number of repre-
sentative airplanes and engines. These data are taken from the United st~tes Army .kir Service
information circulms as indicated. The engines in the airplanes listed in columns (A) to (G)
inclusive have either no altitude control or else only a mtmual control on the throt.t~e. Talues
-,. --.,
<.,.... .-,-—- ,._ ._,--- .:.:.... .. . . .
~ ----...... , ,.; :.:-;..;
,-_-,-...,.,..,.! :..., of IV from these cohmms are plotted logarithmicall~ against
()
“p”
2 ~=,- _.:-_;-j-::=:-\
r :::.:”’’!ke~~;:ss~z-
Po
$ “‘-““”~F-k-::
in Fig. 3. It is found that the slope of the lines is substantially--:~-: ,-.,. —:i:..;: ,.;._--_:
~ ;..-,-,--.:,.:,; ;: :...r_+++:! constant with a slope of. about 1 in 10, thus giving
—r!
—7...,..... , +.,, ,-:“::
-----. ---
:.:. ;:,,1,,l_.,:
.,’---:~T. J.,. _L !:.,_._:C.”
.($-
.: .:: .7 .C .2 ,;:
P/P. ()
NCK ~ “1*------------------------- _------ _--(s)
Po
Fxo. 3. —Variiti0n OflNwith airp~ewm.
Since the engine is operating under a “propeller load” the BET VW vary as Al’. Conse-
quently there will be a loss in power due to drop in JV}given by
()BIZPCX g ““--- .---.. _----- _--- _--_ ----- ___--- (g]PO
This is in addition to the loss in power given by (6) so that the total loss in prover is given by
()BHPct ; ‘“’’’- .-. ---------__ ---__ ---_ -.--- _(lo)
Then adequate altitude
appreciably at high altitudes.
For this case the total loss in
throttle control is provided, the value of N does nob decrease
This is shown conclusively by the data in columns (11) and (1).
power is given. by (6).
~~ARIATION OF PROPELLER EFFICIENCY WITH ALTITUDE w.
The variation of propeller eff~ciency with altitude is complex but capable of a certain gener-
a~ization. An approximation often used is that given in Br. A. C. A., R. and M. No. 32+t,which
assumes that ~ may be expressed in terms of the air density. The method there employed is
open to considerable error, however, and frequently gi~es results which are wholly unreliable.
An original method based on a reasonable and proved variation in ~~~ wiIl be used in this study.
It has the disadvantage of complexity but the results obtained are weIl worth the effort. In
order that the method may be made clear, the derivation will be given in full.
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(’)Irt the first place, q is a function of -N~D . The nature of this function is the same for all
con~entional propellers. In N. A. C. A. Report No. 168, it. is shown that there is a general
eEciency curve applyingto alIpropellers.In thiscurve,$ isplottedagainst
(+)/(A)m’
()the subscript m referring to the maximum efEcierLcy and its corresponding ~ . Any variation
T“
(-)h ATD
must therefore produce a definite proportional variation in q. 1? is flsed so that we
are concerned only with variations in V snd IV. The variation of N has been shown to be
()Na ~ ‘“*0.---________-.---_-.__________(8)Po
only the mrktion of V is yet to be determined.
k most casesitwillbe found that thereisa decreasein indicated air speed as the altitude
increases during a climb. This is due to the relation between HP. and HP. changing so that
the m=ximum excess horsepower occurs at a larger angle of attack as the density- decreases.
EIowe~er, at the ceiling the airplane must alvm-ys fly at that angle of at t=ck at which the ratio
/
—
HPJBP.. is greatest,a~d the airspeed at thisangleofattackvi-illvary as ~ $- That.is
.
J7= ~ /F_o
q ~ ---------- ---------- ---- ---- -- (11)
where J-Oand V are the true air speeds at sea level and aItit ude y, respectively. The variation
v(–)‘f ND with altitude is fully determined by equations (S) and (11) for the usual case, or by
ecluation (11) alone -when N is constant.
()
The next step is to determine the initial value of ~ . ‘Ilk may be obtained from free
flight tests. Table IV contains data taken from the U. S. Army Air Service Information Cir-
cuIars as indicated.
()
It is found that. for aII practical purposes the initial .}D -in dhnb is 66
()
per cent of the ;D at high speed., It has been explained that. the initiaI air speed in cJ..imbis ‘
somewhat higher than that corresponding to the angle of attack -which obtains at the absolute
ceiling. The average change in both ~ and N has the effect of reducing the figure just given in
()
the order of 10 per cent so that the initial YD at the angle of attack which obtains at the
absolute cei&ng may be written as
G)O=-+J-----------------------------”2’
Assuming that the propelIer efficiency is a maximum at high speed, the probable -due of $ for
0.10
a series of altitudes ha-re been calculated in Table V for the ease where N cc
()
2 , and in Table
Po
TI for the case where N is constant. The procedure is straight for-ward and partially explained
by the column headings.
‘btious’y(i)(%) k’heratio(%)l(%)o” :k ‘he ‘ficien”
ratio corresponding to the ratio
(%)/(%).
from the efficiency curve given in N. A. C. A.
Report No. 16S.
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THE CALCULATION - OF ABSOLUTE CEILING.
CASEI.–h’a+’$)””’o
The calculation of absolute ceiling is obviously a determination of the altitude (pressure or
density) at which HP. is equal to HP, at only one speed. This condition must occur at the
angle of attack at which the ratio HPJHPrO is gieatest. The maximum value of this ratio is
therefore a measure of the absolute ceiling.
Since HP, at any given angle of attack is directly proportional to the true velocity
d
.—
Ey-= :---- -------------------13)
The increase in propeller efficiency partially counteracts the decrease in HP= given by equation
(10) so that the net HP. is given by
HP. “- ‘S5S
G)
—–----!? 2
EPO – ~0 . ----- ------ ------ ___ ----- ---- (14)
(P)where ~0is to be taken from Table V for each value of 2 .0
Dividing (14) into (13) gives
(%)(%)=f(~)--------------------------- ’15)
since HPa = HPT at the absolute ceiling; the value of ~~ corresponding to any due of the
To
absolute cetiing may be determined by solving for ~(y) in equation (15). ‘l’his has been done
in ‘Table VII, where the headings to the columns should be self explanatory. The values of
EPJEPTO so obtained are plotted against y in FigA. The absolute ceiIing of any airplane
equipped with the conventional engines and carburett ors may be read from the curve when
EPJEP,, is known.
CASE11.-WHENNMC!ONETANT.
h thk case the procedure is similar to that just outlined except in calculating HPa, which is
now obtained from equation (6) toge~her with the values of ~. from Table W.
That is
EP.
–()
f.055
~-------------------------- -.--(16)
EP.O = ~ ?0
Calculations for the values of HPJHPTO corresponding to the usual values of y arc made in
Table VIII. These values are plotted in Fig. 5, which is to be used in place of Fig. 4, when the
engine is equipped with adequate altitude throttle control. Whether or not the control is
adequate must be determined by the criterion of constancy in IV’.
CONCLUSION.
There is only one doubtful factor in the calculation of absolute ceiling, the variation of
~ with altitude. In a surprisingly large number of case;, equation (8) holds true; a few cases
have been noted where N was substantially constant from sea level to the highest altitude
attained, and it is to be expected that in some cae% the variaiion will lie between these limits.
In the absence of accurate data on the performance of a particular engine Case I corresponding
to equation (8), should be used.
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The rate of climb of an a;rplane and its -rariation with altitude should be made the object
of a separate stud-y, but it is t.o be noted tit this time that the assumption of a uniform de-
crease in climb from a ma.simum a~ sea level to zero at the absolute ceiling implies a, uniform
decrease in excess power. This assumption, wbile not necessarily true, according to the
values of HPO and HPf from Tables 1~1 and YIII, appears to be justfied by the results of
free fLight tests. An explanation may be found in the change of angle of attack, previously
mentioned. That is, the excess power used in dirnb is not the difference betweeu the 17P,,
und the HPT used in calcul~ting the absolute ceiLing, but in general it is somewhat greater.
This folIows from the fact that. the relation between the -L/D of the airplane and its speed is
HPae
FIG. 4.—Absolute ceilirg as determ-nti by ~.
CASE ,: m+)’”
ff.ho~
FIG.5.—4&sduteceilingas detemimi by =
HPrs”
CASE II: .Ycmssard.
such that HPr is incre~~ing slowly o-rer a considerable mnge of speed dile the EPa is in-
t:reasingPapidly-in comparison. The maximum value of liP.o/HP,O will occur near the
minimum value of HP.. but the maximum excess power will occur at some higher speed.
It should be noted that equations (2), (3), (8), etc., ma-y be used in reducing obsemed per-
formance to standard atmosphere conditions. The air forces on the airplane may be assumed
t~~wiry directly as the air density and proper corrections made for the true power delivered
b~ the engine.
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TABLE I.
?’ariatim in lm.te horsepower with air pressure.
[R. P. N. and air temperature constant for e~ch test.~
!I A. B. c. D.
Pres p Press. p
PO
B ITP
P P. ‘0
— . — — —
~; 0.797 142.0 24.70 0.$2
.654 L15. 2 22. n
37:6 .49.3 St. 8 19.31 :645
25.7 .338 53.3 : 16.96 f .657
14.56 .493
Ll, 3 .3%
E.
I II I
Press. p
Pii B HP
P
— — .
62.1 0.817 140.4
49.8 .655 110.s
37.6 *9.5 8).4
25.6 .337 w.G
Prew.
B HP
~
Po
BHP
P
I41.m ,23.as o.m 42.m
3s.15 21.64 ;:2 ;;QJ
3L22 19.03
27.36 16.78 .564 2.s,07
32.66 13.64 .434 21.92
16.34 lL38 ,3m 18.3$
i I I
Sources: Data in columns .A, B, and C are taken from Tables I-III, N. A. C. A. Report No. 45, Part I. Data in columns D and E are from
TahIes I and 11, Br. A. C. A. Internal Combustion Engine Subcommittee Report No. 44.
TABLE 11.
Fariation in hale horsepozqerwith air ternperalure.
[R.P.M. and air pressure constant for each test.]
c.
t
1 ‘“ F. ;33. .- .D. E...-
.
—
“5 BHP
— —
257.5 ‘232. 4
263.5 ml. 2
2i9. 1 187.4
2$X).3 194.4
293.0 1%3.8
311.6 1s6. o
325.4 181.5
H= 1,950feet.
“% IB RP “% 1BEP
—l— —l—
257.2 57.6
2i3. o 55.8
2s9.2 54.1
H= 29,750feet.
261.4 63.3
274.0 m 8
2s7.7 78.5
1
......... ..........
H= W) feet. .H= 19,!k0feet.
I
Sources “ “ folows: (A) N. A. C. A. Report No. 45, Part 111, Table H. (B) N. A. C. A. Re ort No. 45, Part HI+TaMe 11, (C)
;iAi ;iA.. $. A. C.A. Report INO.45, Part 111,i5 Part HI, Table III. (D) N. A. C. A. Report No. 45, Part III, Table 111 (E) ,
d. A I. C. E. S. C., Report No. 19, Table L
(A) t; (k jinckrsire are for Hispano-Suiza 3-cylinder engine.
(F) is for RAF 4TD engine (single cylinder).
TABLE 111.
Twiaiwn oj”R. P. M. wkh altitude in climb.
i I I
B. ~“ I ‘“ ‘“ 1’
Foklmr ~ Fokker J~&er S~;d
D VIII. ! D VII. . .
II=-L——————!—l—--+ .
1,262 1,6%1 1,365 2,010
1,256 1,645 1,365 2,0io
1,238 J,625 1,365 2,010
1,210 1,595 l,3al 2,030
l,lMI 1,555 .......... 2,010
0LO03 1,555
6,502 .760 ~ q 540
10,m .68S ; 1,520
15,Oxl i .564 1,470
20,m ~ .459 :.........
1,130
1,125
1,110
1,055
1,490: 1,730.; 1,575
1,475I 1,705[ 1,560
1,460~ 1,690: 1,540
1)430; 1,655i I,3M
(1,395)~.........+fl........
I
—.-- .e- -J --
Engine.
I
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TABLE IV.
T’
.
~ inclimb —.lnit{al value.
. F.u
—
IE@. speed.
_—— —
RPM.
Y
?7
J
us2mrA............~
Thorns Mcrse MB<.
LOening monophxa..1
Ordnauce D . . . . . . . ..l
F&kerP-%~ . . . . ...!
Thomas Wrse S-6...;
Relend D RI B...-..<
Jrr&ers JL4..t . . . . . . .
,
I
—t
Sperry Messenger... .’
sped 13. . . . . . . . . ----
1Orenco D . . . . . . . . . . ..l
Fokker D-WI . . . . ...!
. .
—
ATw~e . . . . . . ..l. .-- . . . . .
t -..-.1 .655.. ............ ...... ......... -------- j....... . ........
l
1 1
Standard
atmosphere.
.Utitude
(feet). ,
~
%
n Lfnm
L 02S4
LC611
L093S
L ~fig
L IW.O
L2QU
1. 24Q4
L 2-W
I. 347
L3iOl
L 4177
L 45?9
1.5237
L 5i63
L 63S2
——
0.s?5;
.$!3
.%1
.%9
.Sw
-gl+
.m
.945
.W ,
.W3
.w
.993
.9% ,
L KQ
.M
.578 ,
I
—
Fm”ation of propelkr ej%ietzq with ul[itude.
GASE IT.-&- COKSTAXT.
I
I
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.
2, d
4, Om
6, ml
18: z
12, (xx)
14,m
16,Cnn
18,m
20,Im3
22,fw
24,m
26,m
28,0Cm3
30,ml
—.. .—
1
.ytitde
2
(:)
1. fwo
.929s
.%37
.S113
.7428
.6877
.6359
.5874
,5X$
.1993
.4593
.4?22
.387.5
.3551
.3249
.2969
TABLE VII.
Calculation oj absolute ceillng– ~+ w y.
r“
cAsE’-Nm($7”0
I
l:M& I p&
,8199 1:044
.7407 1.W5
.66si 1.087
,~~1 1,108
.3415 1.127
.4663 1.1+5
.4349 1.164
.3902 1.179
.3%7 1,194
.3109 1.204
.2768 1.210
.2459 L 212
,2180 1.205.
.1924 1,185
a
,, ,
HP.
m%-
(3)1-(4]
6
IfPa.
HP.
B HP.
—).BHPam
(%)W
H+a b HP..
ZTl%
(3)X(4)
ffP.
~ .-
- —
I —1
